
Digital T-Bevel Precise Angle Measurer and Level
Item #: 992 (508266)

Kapro Levels

10" OPTIVISION™ RED TORPEDO 10" (25cm) Magnetic Cast Aluminum Level
Item #: 935-10 (506955)

10" DIGIMAN® Digital Level 
Item #: 985D-10 (506967)

10" DIGIMAN® Digital Level 
Item #: 985D-10

Features:

 . Plumb Site® vial, solid acrylic vials,  
Ergo Grip™ handles, shockproof end caps
 . 45° tilted LCD display with backlight
 . 180° readout 
 . MODE function: degree/percentage/pitch
 . Memory recall – 9 measurements
 . Recalibration function
 . Rainproof and dust resistant
 . Battery indicator
 . Two finely milled surfaces with magnets

Features:

 . OPTIVISION™ red horizontal vial for exact reading 
 . Optimal vision in bright and low light
 . Tilted horizontal vial with epoxy locking 
 . Vial gradient lines for measuring slopes up to 2% grade
 . Lifetime warranty acrylic shockproof vials
 . Accuracy: <0.0005"/" (0.5mm/m)
 . Angle finder with gradient markings every 5° 
 . Rare-earth magnets for the strongest grip to any  
metal surface
 . Proven durability – drop tested from up to 2 metres

10" OPTIVISION™ Red Torpedo 
10" (25cm) Magnetic Cast Aluminum Level
Item #: 935-10

For further information on any of these products 
please contact us at 1.866.466.6633

Prolaser® Laser Square 
90° laser lines
Item #: 891

Kapro Levels

Features:

 . Adjustable blade locks at any angle for marking  
and cutting lines
 . Anodized aluminum profile
 . Clear digital display flips for upside-down reading
 . Reference angle (false zero) for transferring  
angle measurements
 . Easy recalibration
 . Analogue quadrant display for moving blade
 . Accuracy: ± 0.1°

Digital T-Bevel 
Precise Angle Measurer and Level
Item #: 992

Features:
 . Two highly visible laser lines at 90° angle
 . One horizontal leveling vial and one surface leveling vial
 . Magnetic base
 . Straight edge along the base with angle degree markings
 . Laser range: up to 100’ (30m) with target
 . Laser accuracy: 0.0005 in/in (0.5mm/m)
 . Vial accuracy: 0.001 in/in (1mm/m)
 . 2 AA batteries (included)
 . Long lasting – up to 40 hours continuous use

Features:

 . OPTIVISION™ red horizontal vial for exact reading . Optimal vision in bright and low light . Tilted horizontal vial with epoxy locking . Vial gradient lines for measuring slopes up to 2% grade . Lifetime warranty acrylic shockproof vials . Accuracy: <0.0005”/” (0.5mm/m) . Angle finder with gradient markings every 5° . Rare-earth magnets for the strongest grip to any metal surface . Proven durability – drop tested from up to 2 metres

Kapro 227-08-BOX Box Level 
Item #: 227-08-BOX (506967)  Sold only as a box of 10 levels

Features

 . 3 easy-to-read vials (horizontal, vertical,45°) . Magnetic V-groove for pipe/conduit . Tough rubber end caps

Features:

 . Adjustable blade locks at any angle for marking 
and cutting lines . Anodized aluminum profile . Clear digital display flips for upside-down reading . Reference angle (false zero) for transferring 
angle measurements

 . Easy recalibration . Analogue quadrant display  
for moving blade . Accuracy: ± 0.1°

Features:

 . Plumb Site® Dual-View™ vial, solid acrylic vials, 
Ergo Grip™ handles, shockproof end caps . 45° tilted LCD display with backlight . 180° readout  . MODE function: degree/percentage/pitch

 . Memory recall – 9 measurements . Recalibration function . Rainproof and dust resistant . 9V battery + battery indicator . Two finely milled surfaces



985D-L DIGIMAN® 
Professional Magnetic Digital Level with Laser Pointer
Item # 985DL-24MB-D (518625)

Features:
. Plumb Site® Dual-View™ vial, solid acrylic vials, Ergo
. Grip™ handles, shockproof end caps
. 450 tilted LCD display with backlight
. Display numbers flip to remain readable even when the level

is upside-down
 . Digital accuracy: 0.1º at level and plumb, 0.2º other angles
 . HOLD function; MODE function (degree/percentage/pitch)
 . Laser Pointer – align the level’s slope with a distant point up to
165' (50m)
 . Memory recall – 9 measurements
 . Rainproof and dust resistant
 . Recalibration function and “False Zero”
 . Two finely milled surfaces with rare earth magnets
 . ¼" thread on the level’s base for easy mounting to a tripod

trinitecdistribution.com
1.866.466.6633
info@trinitecdistribution.com Distribution Centres from Coast to Coast

UPSIDE DOWN 
READOUT

985D DIGIMAN® 
Magnetic Digital Level with Plumb Site and Carrying Case
Item # 985D-24B 24" (506968); 985D-48B 48" (506969)

Features:
. 985M professional box level: Plumb Site® Dual-View™ vial, solid

acrylic vials, Ergo Grip™ handles, shockproof end caps

. LCD with backlight

. 360° readout

. Digital accuracy: 0.1° at level and plumb, 0.2° other angles 

. HOLD function

. MODE function: Degree/percentage/pitch

. Memory recall – 9 measurements

. Buzzer at 0°, 45° and 90°

. Recalibration function and “False Zero”

. MEMS technology (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems)

. Rainproof & dust resistant

. 9V battery + battery indicator




